Putative role of lysyl hydroxylation and pyridinoline cross-linking during adolescence in the occurrence of osteoarthritis at old age.
The collagen network in human articular cartilage experiences a large number of stress cycles during life as it shows hardly any turnover after adolescence. We hypothesized that, to withstand fatigue failure, the physical condition of the collagen network laid down at adolescence is of crucial importance for the age of onset of osteoarthritis (OA). We have compared the lysyl hydroxylation level and pyridinoline cross-link level of the collagen network of degenerated (DG) cartilage of the femoral knee condyle (representing a preclinical early stage of OA) with that of normal cartilage from the contralateral knee. The biological age of the collagen network was determined by means of pentosidine levels. For each donor, collagen modifications of normal cartilage were compared with DG cartilage that showed no significant remodeling of the collagen network (as evidenced by identical pentosidine levels). DG cartilage contained significantly more hydroxylysine residues per collagen molecule in comparison with healthy cartilage from the same donor, both in the upper and lower half (the region near the articular surface and adjacent to bone, respectively). In addition, a significantly higher level of pyridinoline cross-linking was observed in the upper half of DG cartilage. Considering the biological age of the collagen network, the changes observed in DG cartilage must have been present several decades before cartilage became degenerated. The data suggest that high levels of lysyl hydroxylation and pyridinoline cross-linking result in a collagen network that fails mechanically in long term loading. Areas containing collagen with low hydroxylysine and pyridinoline levels are less prone to degeneration. As such, this study indicates that post-translational modifications of collagen molecules synthesized during adolescence are causally involved in the pathogenesis of OA.